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Introduction
Rehabilitation robot is a kind of training equipment, which can be 

used in many places including rehabilitation training at home. The 
lower limbs rehabilitation robot is a kind of lower limbs rehabilitation 
aid, which plays an important role in the rehabilitation treatment of 
cerebral palsy, hemiplegia, paraplegia and other paralytic diseases. 
Through the use of lower limbs rehabilitation robots, the abnormal 
postures of patients can be corrected, gait and walking ability can 
be improved, and then self-care ability of life can be improved, so 
that people with lower limbs movement disorders can gradually 
live independently and their quality of life can be significantly 
improved. A lower limbs rehabilitation training robot with pedal 
driven by planetary gear train, Gait Trainer (GIT), is designed by 
Henning Schmidt of the Franhofer IPK and Stefan Hessen of Charité 
University Hospital, etc., which can imitate the foot posture of normal 
people when they are walking, so as to assist the rehabilitation trainee 
to complete the rehabilitation training action. On the basis of GIT, its 
second generation has been developed by Haptic Walker, which can 
assist the trainees to complete various rehabilitation training, such as 
walking on the ground, pedaling bicycles, Stepping up the stairs and 
skiing.1

Healthsouth Corporation of the United States has developed a 
rehabilitation robot called “Autoambulator”, which is a two-degree-
of-freedom manipulator and controls two sets of motors to achieve 
lower limbs traction, thus realizing the gait rehabilitation training. 
Autoambulator can monitor all kinds of data of patients during 
rehabilitation training, and can make accurate evaluations of patients’ 
training status at any time.2,3

At the same time, other research institutes have also done some 
relevant researches. Fraunhofer IPK has designed a rope-driven 
rehabilitation training robot;4 Makinkawa Laboratory in Japan has 
designed a rehabilitation robot of lower limbss which can simulate 
various human movements, and the robot can achieve rehabilitation 
training such as stepping up and down stairs;5 Free University of 
Berlin in Germany has designed a MGT-type rehabilitation robot.6 
The University of Salford, UK, has designed a dynamic rehabilitation 
orthosis.7

The present lower limbs rehabilitation equipment has many 
problems. The rehabilitation training mode is unitary. In the process 
of lower limbs rehabilitation training, most rehabilitation training 
equipment can only simulates walking posture. In most cases, the 
ellipse is used to replace the gait trajectory. As a result the rehabilitation 
training is not effective.

Aimed at the above problems, a lower limbs rehabilitation training 
robot adopting metamorphic theory is designed, which simulates the 
gait trajectory of walking and ascending steps of normal people. It can 
help the rehabilitation trainees to complete the rehabilitation training 
of two gait modes, which are walking gait and stepping gait.

 Kinematics simulation and analysis of walking gait mechanism 
and stepping gait mechanism of lower limbs rehabilitation robot 
are carried out. The walking gait mechanism and stepping gait 
mechanism of the metamorphic lower limbs rehabilitation robot 
can realize the walking gait trajectory curve and stepping gait 
trajectory curve of normal people, so that the rehabilitation trainees 
can eventually achieve autonomous movements. The combination 
of metamorphic mechanism and lower limbs rehabilitation robot has 
certain significance for the research and development of lower limbs 
rehabilitation robot.

Acquisition and analysis of normal walking 
and stepping gait trajectory

Considering that most residents now live in buildings, the ultimate 
ideal effect for lower limbs rehabilitation training is that the trainees 
can walk normally and go upstairs and downstairs by themselves. The 
analysis to the gait of normal people plays an important role in the 
selection and design of mechanism of the robot, which is necessary 
for the design of pedal lower limbs rehabilitation robot. In the 
research and analysis of gait simulation and mechanism design of a 
lower limbs rehabilitation training robot, Liu of China University of 
Science and Technology collected and analyzed gait information of 
human walking, the results are shown in Figure 1.8

Ordinary camera is used to take videos of the tester’s stepping up 
process, and the videos are captured frame by frame. Then, under the 
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Abstract

The walking gait trajectory curve of normal people is given. The stepping gait 
trajectory curve of normal people is obtained by taking videos of the tester’s stepping 
up process and then getting the coordinates of marked points with MATLAB. The 
Metamorphic Mechanism and Mechanical structure of pedal lower limbs rehabilitation 
training robot with walking gait and stepping gait are designed. Based on ADAMS, 
kinematics simulation and analysis of walking gait mechanism and stepping gait 
mechanism of lower limbs rehabilitation robot are carried out, which verifies that 
the walking gait mechanism and stepping gait mechanism of the metamorphic lower 
limbs rehabilitation robot can realize the walking gait trajectory curve and stepping 
gait trajectory curve of normal people.
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environment of MATLAB, the coordinates of the marked points are 
obtained by grayscale and filtering of the original photos. The curve 
drawn by the coordinate points got before in MATLAB is the stepping 
gait trajectory of normal people, which is shown in Figure 2. The blue 
curve represents the trajectory curve of the first metatarsal bone, and 
the red curve represents the trajectory curve of the heel center, and 
the black line between the marked points represents the posture of the 
tester’s feet at a certain moment.

Figure 1 Normal gait trajectory curve.

Figure 2 Stepping gait trajectory curve.

Structure design of rehabilitation robots with 
two gait modes

According to the aforementioned walking gait trajectory, a crank-
rocker mechanism is applied on walking gait rehabilitation robot. The 
basic parameters of the main components are obtained by referring 
to the linkage diagram. On this basis, the structure design of the gait 
mechanism is carried out.9,10

Working principle of walking gait mechanism

Figure 3 is the structure of gait rehabilitation training machine. 
The gait mechanism is symmetrical in structure. 7 is the frame. 
Servo motor 8 obtains the appropriate speed through reducer 9. The 
output shaft of reducer is connected with the power input shaft of gait 
mechanism through coupling 10. The power input shaft is connected 
with crank 11. The crank 11, connecting rod 6, rocker 5 and frame 7 
constitute the crank-rocker mechanism. The pedal 3 is connected with 
the connecting rod 6. When the crank 11 rotates, the connecting rod 
6 will drive the pedal 3 to produce a certain trajectory. The other end 
of pedal 3 is hinged with slider joint 2. The slider joint 2 and slider 
1 are fixed together. The slider 1 is reciprocating on linear track 4, 
and the linear track 4 is fixed on the frame 7 according to certain 
requirements. When the servo motor works, the gait mechanism can 

simulate the heel trajectory and foot posture of the walking human. 
The coordinated movement of pedals on both sides is realized by 
controlling the rotation of the servo motors on both sides through the 
control system.11,12

1-linear guide, 2-slider, 3-slider joint, 4-pedal, 5-rocker, 6-connecting rod, 
7-bracket, 8-servo motor, 9-reducer, 10-coupling, 11-crank, 12-weight-reducing 
support system

Figure 3 Mechanical structure of the robot for walking gait rehabilitation 
training.

Working principle of stepping gait mechanism

Figure 4 Installation process of the mechanical structure of the 
robot for stepping gait training

Figure 4 Installation process of the mechanical structure of the robot for 
stepping gait training.

When the rehabilitation achieves satisfactory results in gait 
rehabilitation training, the rehabilitation training on stepping gait 
mechanism can be carried out. Figure 4 is the refitting process of 
the lower limbs rehabilitation robot from a walking gait mechanism 
to a stepping gait mechanism. Firstly, the walking gait mechanism 
components, linear guide and some fittings installed on the frame are 
disassembled, and then the stepping gait mechanism components and 
their fittings are installed in corresponding positions ((a)→(b)is the 
disassembly process,(b)→(c)is the assembly process).13,14

In 2.1, it is found that the shape of the two curves is basically 
similar by comparing the two trajectory curves. The two trajectory 
curves are simplified to the same trajectory curve when the stepping 
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gait mechanism is designed. In the stepping gait training, it is 
necessary to disassemble the walking gait mechanism and linear guide 
rail first. And then, the stepping gait mechanism is installed.

Figure 5 is the diagram of stepping gait rehabilitation training 
mechanism. The stepping gait rehabilitation training mechanism 
is symmetrical in structure. 4 is the frame which uses the frame of 
the foregoing gait mechanism. 1 is the servo motor which gains the 
required speed for rehabilitative training through the reducer 2. The 
output shaft of the reducer is connected with the power input shaft of 
the stepping mechanism through coupling 3.The power input shaft 
and the main crank 5 are coordinated by keys. There are two crank-
rocker mechanisms composed of crank, connecting rod, rocker and 
machine frame. The two crank-rocker mechanisms transmit power 
through connecting rod 6. The two ends of the pedal 12 are connected 
to the main connecting rod 7 and the driven linkage 11 respectively. 
When the main crank 5 rotates, the main connecting rod will drive the 
pedal to produce a certain trajectory. When the servo motor works, 
the gait mechanism can realize the foot stepping trajectory. Finally, 
the coordinated movements of the pedals on both sides are realized 
by controlling the phase of the servo motors on both sides through the 
control system.

1-servo motor, 2-reducer, 3-coupling, 4-bracket, 5-main crank, 6-connecting 
rod, 7-main connecting rod, 8-driven crank, 9-main rocker, 10-driven rocker, 
11-driven linkage, 12-pedal

Figure 5 Mechanical structure of the robot for stepping gait rehabilitation 
training.

Kinematics simulation of rehabilitation robot 
with two gait modes
Kinematics simulation of stepping gait mechanism

Working principle of stepping gait mechanism: Through 
disassembly and assembly, the walking gait mechanism of the 
metamorphic lower limbs rehabilitation robot designed can transform 
into stepping gait mechanism. Same as walking gait mechanism, it 
is also bilateral symmetry, and the two sides are driven separately to 
realize the foot trajectory of normal people when they go up the steps.

The kinematic diagram of stepping gait mechanism of the right 
side on the metamorphic lower limbs rehabilitation robot is shown 
in Figure 6. It can be seen that crank 1, connecting rod 2, rocker 3 
and frame 4 constitute group A crank-rocker mechanism, while 
driven crank 8, driven connecting rod 7, driven rocker 6 and frame 
4 constitute another group B crank-rocker mechanism. Crank 1 and 
driven crank 8 are connected by connecting rod 9, and the pedal 5 is 
connected to the connecting rod 2 and the driven connecting rod 7. 
The servo motor drives crank 1 to rotate in stepping gait mechanism. 
When crank 1 rotates to drive the crank-rocker mechanism of 
group A, the crank-rocker mechanism of group B rotates driven by 
the connecting rod 9, so that the pedal can realize the trajectory of 
stepping gait rehabilitation training.

1-crank, 2-connecting rod, 3-rocker, 4-frame, 5-pedal, 6-driven rocker, 7-driven 
connecting rod, 8-driven crank, 9-connecting rod

Figure 6 Kinematic diagram of stepping gait mechanism.

Kinematics simulation analysis of stepping gait mechanism based 
on ADAMS: Similar to the walking gait mechanism, the stepping 
gait mechanism is also bilateral symmetry, so the kinematics analysis 
of the right stepping gait mechanism is carried out. The kinematic 
diagram of the right stepping gait mechanism is shown in Fig. 7. 
The coordinate system is established with O point as the origin. 
Then the vector 0L OC=



, 1L OA=


, 2L AB=


, 3L BC=


, 4L AD=


,

5L DE=


, 6L EF=


, 7L OD=


, 8L OF=


, are defined, and the length 
of vector iL is ( 0,1...8)il i =  respectively. The angles of the vectors 
are ( 1, 2 ,8)i iθ =  , which are counted from the fixed axis X in the 
counterclockwise direction. The angle between AD and AB isα , and 
the projection lengths of OC on X and Y axes are l and h respectively, 

In order to verify the rationality and feasibility of the stepping 
mechanism of the rehabilitation robot, the size parameters of the 
rehabilitation robot are preliminarily determined according to 
the design requirements of the lower limbs rehabilitation robot 
and the actual situation of the rehabilitation trainees. A simplified 
three-dimensional model is established by Pro/E, and the motion 
simulation is carried out with ADAMS. Because the trajectory of the 
pedal determines the movement of the rehabilitation trainees during 
rehabilitation treatment, the pedal points D and 'D correspond to 
the position of the heel and the first metatarsal of the rehabilitation 
trainees, so the displacements of the point D and 'D on the pedals 
are analyzed (Figures 7–11).
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Figure 7 Kinematic diagram of the right stepping gait mechanism of the lower 
limbs rehabilitation robot.

Figure 8 Displacement curve of point D over time in X-axis direction.

Figure 9 Displacement curve of point D over time in Y -axis direction.

Figure 10 The trajectory curve of the two points on the pedal.

In the simulation with Adams, the angular velocity of the motor 
driven by the crank is, namely, a motion cycle is 2s. The displacement 
curve of point D over time at the end of pedal in X-axis direction is 

shown in Figure 8, the displacement curve of point D over time in 
Y-axis direction is shown in Figure 9, the trajectory curve of the two 
points D and 'D on pedals are shown in Figure 10, and the comparison 
of normal people and stepping gait mechanism trajectories is shown 
in Figure 11. From Figure 8, it can be seen that the displacement of 
point D over time at the end of pedal in X direction is a cosine curve, 
which is in accordance with the results obtained in the model in the 
previous section 4.1.The maximum displacements are -39mm, and 
the minimum displacements are -222mm, It can be concluded that 
the moving distance of point D at the end of pedal in X direction is 
183mm. From Figure 9, it can be seen that the displacement of point 
D at the end of pedal in Y direction decreases more slowly than that 
of rising. The maximum displacement is 312mm, and the minimum 
displacement is 142mm. It can be concluded that the distance of point 
D at the end of pedal in Y direction is 170 mm in a cycle.

Figure 11 Comparison of normal people and stepping gait mechanism 
trajectories (units:mm).

The space trajectory of the two points D and 'D on pedals during 
walking rehabilitation on stepping gait mechanism has been displayed 
in Figure 10. The two points are corresponding to the position of 
the heel center and the first metatarsal of the rehabilitation trainees. 
Through the previous analysis, it is known that the movement curve of 
the heel center is similar to that of first the metatarsal in the stepping 
up process. Therefore, the curve of the first metatarsal is analyzed 
here to achieve very good correction effect. In Figure 11, the curve 
represented by the blue dotted line is the stepping up trajectory curve 
of the first metatarsal of the normal people, while the red curve 
represents the gait trajectory of the same position in the stepping gait 
mechanism of the lower limbs rehabilitation robot. The red curve is a 
closed curve, because there will be a reset process during the stepping 
gait rehabilitation training. Through the comparison of the two curves, 
it is found that there are bits of differences between the trajectory 
of stepping up gait mechanism and that of normal people. But the 
changing trends of the two trajectory are basically the same, so that 
the rehabilitation exercise can be achieved.

Similarly, kinematics simulation of walking gait mechanism can 
also be obtained by using the above methods. By comparing the 
trajectory of walking gait mechanism with that of normal people, it 
is found that there are bits of differences between the trajectory of 
walking gait mechanism and that of normal people. But the changing 
trend of trajectory is basically the same, and the rehabilitation exercise 
can be achieved.
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Conclusion
A lower limbs rehabilitation robot with metamorphic function 

is designed based on metamorphic mechanism theory, which can 
implement walking and stepping gait rehabilitation training, and can 
adapt to the walking and stepping gait rehabilitation training. It provides 
an example for the practical application of metamorphic mechanism 
theory because of its self-adaptability and reconfigurability. Similarly, 
kinematics simulation of walking gait mechanism can also be carried 
out by using the above methods. By comparing the trajectories 
of walking gait mechanism and that of normal people, it is found 
that there are some differences between the trajectories of walking 
gait mechanism and that of normal people. However, the trend of 
movement track is basically the same, and rehabilitation exercise can 
be achieved.
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